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Lessons Learned 

Oklahoma Public Health Association ACCREDITATION TOOLKIT 

Review & Selection of Documentation: 

 Take the time to carefully read the Standards and Measures 
 Avoid tossing in extra examples—give them your best.  To provide more is excessive and confusing; bogs down 

the review process. 
 Be specific and concise—Documents should be focused and contain clear direction; scanned documents need to 

be readable.  If submitting an agenda, also include either a sign-in sheet or signed/dated meeting minutes.  Spell 
out acronyms and use common language.  Read the entire measure. 

 A special mention about meeting minutes—make sure they are signed and dated; contain the names, titles and 
organizations represented when demonstrating collaborative efforts and/or elective official participation; are 
DETAILED – a simple sentence “plan was received” will usually not suffice to meet the measure. 

 Look to make sure the document is dated, isn’t in “track-changes” format, and isn’t marked as “draft” 
 It is important for those who are part of the site visit are also a part of the documentation submission process. 
 Decide as a team what documentation best represents your efforts 
 Take time to do a review 

 
Uploading Documentation to ePHAB: 
 

 Use the Document Description feature.  Use to “point” to where in the document the evidence is located.  Give 
details on which element of the measure the documentation serves as evidence. 

 Tell the Site Visitor where they can find the evidence within the document.  Show them by highlighting  
 Make sure they can open/read the document 
 If using links—make sure they are active during the review process. 
 Health Department’s Narrative – It helps the site visitors understand why you submitted the documentation for 

the measure.  Information included in the narrative should provide additional details—especially important if 
you believe the evidence is not especially strong for the measure. 

 Review what PHAB is requesting:  Is it asking for you to describe WHAT was done?  HOW it was done?  Or WHO 
was involved in getting it done?  If the measure asks for 2 examples—that is sufficient. 

 Review AC Handbook (received at PHAB Training) 
 
 
Site Visit: 
 

 Watch PHAB webinar, “Preparing for Your Site Visit” at http://www.cecentral.com/node/541. 
 Educate yourself.  You will be the subject matter expert. Keep an open mind. Stay motivated 
 Educate Others.  Change is scary. 
 If you don’t have it, say why.  Site visitors will appreciate your honestly.  A memo from agency leadership 

explaining why you may not have the documentation, but what your plans are to produce it in the future, is 
beneficial in the review. 
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